FTR Center Feedback Items
Below is feedback that has been collected from the FTR Center interviews that were completed. If you
have a comment that has not been covered below, please consult the FTR Center User Guide or contact
the ftrcentersupport@pjm.com email group.
1. Will there be a VBA version for FTR Center?
a. This feature will not be made available.
2. Can the ability to do a csv upload for ARR or FTR bids be added?
a. This feature will not be available in FTR Center but may be considered in the future.
3. Icons to navigate between months in calendar drop downs not displaying in Internet Explorer 9
& 10 – made it difficult / unclear how to navigate months
a. Please review your browsers compatibility mode settings.
4. Under ARRs > Request screen, when entering a bid and pressing the Save button, the row
appears to still be in edit mode. A success message appeared, but it was missed several times,
as it displays very briefly.
a. The success validation needs to be dismissed. It is preferred that the page keeps track
of the existence of changed, valid data and the Save button is enabled/disabled
accordingly.
5. Suggested to add price per megawatt hour on Position screen.
a. Adding price per megawatt hour on position screen requires changes to the database
and will not be addressed at this time.
6. It has been noticed that submitting 0 or 1 or false or true appears to work for Boolean fields in
the Markets Gateway Sandbox, however submitting FALSE or TRUE for such fields returns an
error. Is there any similar functionality in FTR Center we should be aware of?
a. PJM is not aware of any of these types of conditions in FTR Center. Items thought to
require additional understanding are called out in the Quick Start guide.
7. Lost ability to delete ARR bids using the API.
a. PJM is looking to include this prior to parallel operations

